Sree Ram Akula <sreerama@mtu.edu> to Robert
Jan 14 (13 days ago) ★

Name: SREE RAM AKULA
User Name: seerama
Topic Title: HRI Theory and evaluation
Topic Description:
Human-robot interaction(HRI) is the study of interactions between humans and robots. HRI Theory and evaluation deals with the evaluation of human-robot interaction and proposes the interactions and information needed by both humans and robots for different level of interactions. It also provides the evaluation methodology based on the situations.

Application Preference List:
1. Dead Bird App
2. Staff Gauge
3. Pacaya Volcano Activity Monitor

Robert Pastel <pastel@mtu.edu> to me
Jan 15 (12 days ago) ★

Hello Sree,

The topic HRI Theory and evaluation is good for the course. I know the topic and there is lots of literature.

I’ll email you soon the project you will be working on.

Sincerely,

Robert